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Successful Investing takes patience and discipline 
 

- The S&P/TSX Composite Index shows a positive return in 13 of the last 18 years. 
(2000-2017) Of those 13 years, 6 of them had a drawdown of more than 10% at 
some point in the year.  

- If you exited the market during a temporary period of negative return during the 
year, you would have missed out on the eventual bounce back.  



 
 
Market Update – May 19, 2020  
 
This special webinar was hosted by NEI Investments and was the latest in their series of regular market 
updates. For our Wealth Management services, our credit union partners with Aviso Wealth. NEI 
Investments is a part of Aviso Wealth; and is Canada's leader in Responsible Investment funds and 
portfolios. 
 
In these sessions, experts from NEI Investments provide context for the most recent market 
developments and share information regarding what to expect in the coming days and weeks. 
 
You can listen to the full recording here 
 
Key points from the webinar: 
 

● As markets remain volatile in both directions in response to global news events, it is important 
to “take a step back and look at the bigger picture”. 
 
● Investors should consider balancing out long-term opportunities with short-term risks. 
 
● Bank of Canada officials have indicated they are not considering negative interest rates for the 
time being, but have not taken the idea completely off the table 
 
● Growth stocks are outperforming value stocks by a wide margin 
 
● Big tech stocks are outperforming the market year to date, with tech earnings relative to the 
market the highest they’ve been in 16 years. 
 
● Concentration of power among tech companies is “great for the stock market”, but “bad for 
economic growth” generally; gains typically do not flow to company employees or the economy at 
large. 
 
● It is “not healthy” to have this level of concentration in the digital ecosystem. It will be difficult 
for investors and policy advocates (like NEI Investments) to bring an environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) perspective to large technology companies without significant regulatory and 
policy intervention. 
 
● Slow-moving companies must learn to adapt to the “rapidly accelerating digital economy”. 
 
● As investors get more confident of economic recovery (not just market recovery), we could see 
rotation into more cyclical industries such as airlines, retail, financial services etc. 

https://hwcdn.libsyn.com/p/a/b/b/abb3558007cf763f/NEI_Weekly_Market_Update_-_May_19_2020.mp3?c_id=73406801&cs_id=73406801&expiration=1591187024&hwt=d24c2d661a5c81b1f25dab0000697e2b


If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Jack Lessel, CIM   
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Credential Securities |  
 
2 Herald Ave; Suite 208, Corner Brook, A2H 4B5  
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Mutual funds and other securities are offered through Credential Securities, a division of Credential Qtrade Securities Inc. 
Credential securities is a registered mark owned by Aviso Wealth Inc. The information contained in this report was 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee that it is accurate or complete. This 
report is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal investment advice or a 
solicitation to buy or sell any mutual funds.  
This material is for informational and educational purposes and it is not intended to provide specific advice including, 
without limitation, investment, financial, tax or similar matters. The views expressed herein are subject to change 
without notice as markets change over time. Information herein is believed to be reliable but NEI does not warrant its 
completeness or accuracy. Views expressed regarding a particular security, industry or market sector should not be 
considered an indication of trading intent of any funds managed by NEI Investments. Forward-looking statements are 
not guaranteed of future performance and risks and uncertainties often cause actual results to differ materially from 
forward-looking information or expectations. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking information. 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund 
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change 
frequently and past performance may not be repeated. NEI Investments is a registered trademark of Northwest & 
Ethical Investments L.P. Northwest & Ethical Investments Inc., is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aviso Wealth 
Inc.(“Aviso”). Aviso is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Aviso Wealth Limited Partnership (“Aviso Wealth LP”), which in 
turn is owned 50% by Desjardins Financial Holdings Inc. (“Desjardins”) and 50% by a limited partnership owned by 
the five Provincial Credit Union Centrals (the “Centrals”) and the CUMIS Group Limited. 
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